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Constructing an accurate system model for formal model verification can be both resource demanding
and time-consuming. To alleviate this shortcoming, algorithms have been proposed for automatically
learning system models based on observed system behaviors.In this paper we extend the algorithm
on learning probabilistic automata to reactive systems, where the observed system behavior is in
the form of alternating sequences of inputs and outputs. We propose an algorithm for automatically
learning a deterministic labeled Markov decision process model from the observed behavior of a
reactive system. The proposed learning algorithm is adapted from algorithms for learning deterministic
probabilistic finite automata, and extended to include bothprobabilistic and nondeterministic transitions.
The algorithm is empirically analyzed and evaluated by learning system models of slot machines. The
evaluation is performed by analyzing the probabilistic linear temporal logic properties of the system
as well as by analyzing the schedulers, in particular the optimal schedulers, induced by the learned
models.

1 Introduction

Model checking is successfully used in many areas to check a formal system model against a specification
given by a logical expression. However, to construct an accurate model of an industrial system is usually
difficult and time consuming. The difficulty of model construction, or system modeling, is regarded by
industry as a challenge to adopt other powerful model-driven development (MDD) techniques and tools
as well. Meanwhile, the necessary accurate, updated and detailed documentations rarely exist for legacy
software or 3rd party components. Therefore, we consider system model learning techniques [12–14, 16],
which can automatically construct orlearn an accurate high-level model from observations of a given
black-box embedded system component. Afterwards, given a learned and explicitly represented model,
model checking and other MDD techniques can be applied with other existing component models.

For learning non-probabilistic system models, Angluin’s approaches [2] has been well developed
and implemented [1, 12, 14]. However, a disadvantage of those system models is that complex systems
are often only partially observable via their interactionswith the user. Even worse, the observation is
often not noise-free. Compared with deterministic models,probabilistic models are more feasible to
model a complicated real system and its physical components, unpredictable user interactions and the
usage of randomized algorithms. In this paper, we focus on probabilistic models. Sen et al. [16] adapted
the algorithm from [5] for learning Markov chain models in purpose of verification. In [13], a learning
approach related to [16] is developed, and strong theoretical and experimental consistency results are
established. Considering a limited situation that the target system is not fully under control and only a
singleobservation sequence is available, the algorithm for learning variable order Markov chains [15] is
developed to verify stationary system properties on the learned models [6].
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In Markov chains, probabilistic choices may serve to model and quantify possible outcomes of
randomized actions or the interface between a system and itsenvironment. This, nevertheless, requires
abundant statistical experiments to obtain adequate distributions to model the average behavior of the
environment. It is a natural choice to model by nondeterminism a system which is open for interaction
from environment, system properties then need to be guaranteed for all potential environments [17].
Therefore, Markov decision processes (MDPs), which exhibit both nondeterministic and probabilistic
behavior, are widely used for modeling reactive systems [3]. In this paper, we adapted the algorithm
for learning deterministic probabilistic finite automata to include nondeterministic actions. Particularly,
we learn deterministic labeled Markov decision processes (DLMDPs), where input actions are chosen
nondeterministically and outputs given inputs are determined probabilistically, from the observed input
and output behavior of a reactive system. This leads to another motivation of the learning purposes.
For large systems, we may be interested in only one component, and it receives certain inputs from the
environment or other components. Then the learner can output a model which is the representation of
this component.

Besides model learning, statistical model checking (SMC) [11, 20] techniques can also be used to
analyze black-box systems. Statistical model-checking uses hypothesis testing based on sampling runs
of a system that allows the user to check to a desired level of confidence whether a given logical property
holds with a given (minimum) probability. Unfortunately, this technique is not well suited to MDPs since
the presence of nondeterminism making running for sample paths is not well defined [4] without an extra
scheduler. Moreover, the model output by the model learningapproach can be used to other properties
without re-sampling, as well as being used for other MDD tasks.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of IOALERGIA algorithm for learning DLMDP,
which is obtained as an adaptation of the previous ALERGIA [5] algorithm. In order to demonstrate the
applicability, the new algorithm is applied to learning models for slot machines from observed system
behavior, which is in the form of alternating sequences of inputs and outputs. The evaluation is performed
by analyzing and comparing probabilistic linear time properties in the learned model and the known
generating model, as well as maximal expected reward and optimal schedulers.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 contains background material. Section 3 describes
the procedure of generating learning data, while section 4 describes IOALERGIA algorithm. Section 5
demonstrate its applicability through a case study concerning slot machine. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Labeled Markov Decision Processes

Definition 1 (LMDP) A labeled Markov decision processes (LMDP)is a tuple M= (Q,ΣI ,ΣO,π,τ ,L)

• Q is a finite set of states,

• ΣI is a finite input alphabet, andΣO is a finite output alphabet,

• π : Q→ [0,1] is an initial probability distribution such that∑q∈Q π(q) = 1,

• τ : Q×ΣI ×Q→ [0,1] is the transition probability function such that for all q∈Q and allα ∈ ΣI ,
∑q′∈Q τ(q,α ,q′) = 1, or ∑q′∈Q τ(q,α ,q′) = 0,

• L : Q→ ΣO is a labeling function.
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An input α ∈ ΣI is enabled in stateq∈ Q if and only if ∑q′∈Q τ(q,α ,q′) = 1. LetAct(q) denote the set
of enabled actions inq.

Definition 2 (DLMDP) A LMDP is deterministic if

• There exists a stateqs∈Q with π(qs) = 1,

• For all q∈Q,α ∈ΣI andσ ∈ΣO, there exists at most one q′ ∈Q with L(q′)=σ andτ(q,α ,q′)> 0.
We then also writeτ(q,α ,σ) instead ofτ(q,α ,q′).

2.2 Strings

Let ΣO(ΣI ΣO)
∗ andΣO(ΣI ΣO)

ω denote the set of all finite, respectively infinite strings ofalternative input
and output symbols. For a finite strings= σ0α1σ1 . . .αnσn, αi ∈ ΣI andσi ∈ ΣO, the set of all its prefixes
is defined as:

prefix(s) = {σ0α1σ1 . . .αkσk | 0≤ k≤ n,k∈N}

For a set of stringsS, prefix(S) denotes the set of all prefixes of stringss∈S. We assume an lexicographic
ordering onΣO(ΣI ΣO)

∗.
In a DLMDP there is a tight connection between strings and states: given an observed strings there is

a unique stateq that the LMDP must be in. Conversely, every stateq is associated with the setstrings(q)
of all strings that lead from the start state toq. We therefore use symbolsq for states ands for strings
to some extent interchangeably:s can also denote the state in a DLMDP reached by the strings. The
association of strings with states, on the other hand, is notone-to-one. We can still identifyq with the
lexicographically minimals∈ strings(q), and may useq also to denote this string.

2.3 Scheduler

A scheduler [3] for a MDPM is a functionS : Q+ → ΣI such thatS(q0q1 . . .qn) ∈ Act(qn) for all
q0,q1, . . . ,qn ∈Q+. The scheduler chooses in any stateq one actionα ∈ ΣI , and induces a Markov chain,
i.e., the behavior of an MDPM under the decisions of schedulerS can be formalized by a Markov chain
MS [3, Section 10.6].

A labeled Markov chain (LMC)MS of an LMDPM induced by a schedulerS defines a probability
measurePMS

on (ΣO)
ω which is the basis for associating probabilities with events in the LMCMS. The

probability of a strings= σ0σ1 . . .σn,σ ∈ ΣO defined byMS is:

PMS
(s) =

n

∏
i=1

τS(σ0σ1 . . .σi−1,σi)

whereτS is the transition probability function ofMS.

2.4 Probabilistic LTL

Linear time temporal logic (LTL) overΣO is defined as usual by the syntax

ϕ ::= a | ϕ1∧ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | ©ϕ | ϕ1Uϕ2 a∈ ΣO

For better readability, we also use the derived temporal operators� (always) and♦ (eventually).
Let ϕ be an LTL formula. Fors=σ0σ1 . . .∈ (ΣO)

ω , s[ j . . .] =σ jσ j+1σ j+2 . . . is the suffix ofsstarting
with the( j)th symbolσ j . Then the LTL semantics for infinite words overΣO are as follows:
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• s |= true

• s |= σ , iff σ = σ0

• s |= ϕ1∧ϕ1, iff s |= ϕ1 ands |= ϕ2

• s |= ¬ ϕ , iff s2 ϕ

• s |= © ϕ , iff s[1. . .] |= ϕ

• s |= ϕ1Uϕ2, iff ∃ j ≥ 0. s[ j . . .] |= ϕ2 ands[i . . .] |= ϕ1, for all 0≤ i < j

The syntax of probabilistic LTL (PLTL) is:

φ ::= P⊲⊳r(ϕ) (⊲⊳ ∈≥, ≤, =; r ∈ [0,1]; ϕ ∈ LTL)

A labeled Markov decision processM satisfies the PLTL formulaP⊲⊳r(ϕ) iff PMS
(ϕ)⊲⊳ r for all

schedulers ofM, wherePMS
is the probability distribution defined by the LMC induced bya scheduler

S of M, andPMS
(ϕ) is short forPMS

(s|s |= ϕ ,s∈ (ΣO)
ω)

The quantitative analysis of an MDPM against specificationϕ amounts to establishing the lower and
upper bounds that can be guaranteed, when ranging over all schedulers. This corresponds to computing

Pmax
M (ϕ) = sup

S

PMS
(ϕ) and Pmin

M (ϕ) = inf
S

PMS
(ϕ)

where the infimum and the supremum are taken over all schedulers for M.

3 Data Generation

The data we learn from is generated by observing the running reactive system. From the system we
can observe input actions which determine probability distributions over successor states, and outputs
which are labels of successor states. The learning algorithm requires that all nondeterministic choices
are resolved by afair schedulerS which means each input action will be chosen infinitely often. We
assume that the input and output will be observed alternately, and every observation sequence starts from
the label of the initial state, and ends in a state, i.e.σ0α1σ1 . . .αnσn,with αi ∈ ΣI andσi ∈ ΣO.

Usually, enabled and disabled actions for states in a black-box system are unknown. Therefore, we
allow that all actions can be chosen on each state of the system. For enabled actions, the system will
transit to other states, and the input and the correspondinglabel of the successor state will be collected.
For disabled actions, the system will stay in the same state but give a special error message. Through
this setting, enabled and disabled inputs could be distinguished. Furthermore, we denote the prompted
error byerr, thus the output alphabetΣO is extended toΣO∪{err}. Due to the memoryless scheduler,
the same disabled input on the same state could be chosen morethan once, and the statistic information
abouterr will be found necessary in the followingcompatibilitytest.

After all nondeterministic choices have been resolved, letSω
1 ,S

ω
2 , . . . be an independent family of

PMS
-distributed random variables (with values inΣO(ΣI ΣO)

ω ), andL1,L2, . . . be an independent family
of integer-valued random variables, such that theLi are also independent of theSω

i . We assume that we
observe the finite observation sequencesSi := σ0α1σ1 . . .αLi σLi , i.e., the firstLi symbols ofSω

i . Thus, we
observe the independent run of the system for a period of timethat is determined independently of the
observed behavior (in particular, the observation does notautomatically end when the system enters a
deadlock or failure state – such a situation would rather lead to repeated deadlock or failure observations
in the final part of the sequence). We assume that theLi are unbounded, i.e.P(Li > k)> 0 for all k∈ N.
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This will be satisfied by a geometric distribution for theLi. For some models, there exists a uniquely
labeled absorbing state which can be identified by its observation (e.g., a failure state which can not
recover). When prior knowledge is available, observationscan be stopped when the model reaches that
state.

Finally, we denote withS[n] = S1, . . . ,Sn the sample consisting of the firstn observations.

4 Learning

IOALERGIA for learning DLMDP consists of two phases. Firstly, represent the data as I/O frequency
prefix tree acceptor (IOFPTA) where common prefixes are combined together. Then, docompatibility
test on the tree following lexicographical order. If two states are compatible which requires that the next
state distributions given the same input are compatible, they and their successor states will be merged
correspondingly.

4.1 IOFPTA

The input and output frequency prefix tree acceptorIOFPTA is constructed as a representation of the
set of stringsSwhich captures the behavior of the reactive system under observation. Since in DLMDP,
same sequences will lead to the same state, then in IOFPTA common prefixes are merged together and
result in a tree shaped automaton. Each node in the tree is labeled by an output symbolσ ∈ ΣO, and each
edge is labeled by an input actionα ∈ ΣI . Every path from the root to a node corresponds to a string
s∈ prefix(S). The nodes is associated with the frequency functionf (s,α ,σ) (α ∈ ΣI , σ ∈ ΣO) which
is the number of strings inS with the prefixsασ , and f (s,α) = ∑σ∈ΣO

f (s,α ,σ). From one node in
IOFPTA, given an input action and an output symbol, the next state can be uniquely determined. An
IOFPTA can be transformed to DLMDP by normalizing frequencies f (s,α , ·) to τ(s,α , ·). As assumed
in data generation phase, when the scheduler chooses a disabled input on a state in LMDP, the model
will stay in the current state, and output the symbolerr. We are going to take the special meaning of the
err symbol into account in the IOFPTA construction. Specifically, s andsαerr would lead to the same
state from the root state. We will take the special treatmentfor the err symbol, but there is no difference
between it and other symbols in learning. A new node labeled by err will not be created as a successor
node or we can say that theerr nodes are folded up.

Example 1 IOFPTA

AC B
α:1/3

α:2/3α:1

β:1 B

C

A

A

C

C

A

B

C C

Aα:15

α:7

β:15

α→err:10

α:4

α:1 α:1

α:4
α:3

β→err:6

β:9
β:4

β:8

(a)
(b)

A

β:1

β→err:4

Figure 1: (a) A DLMDP overΣO = {A,B,C,err} andΣI = {α ,β}; (b) The corresponding IOFPTA.

TheIOFPTA in Fig.1(b) is constructed from sample sequences generatedby a DLMDP M in Fig.1(a).
The root node is labeled by A. From the root, given inputα , successor nodes which are labeled by B and
C, will be reached by strings with the prefix AαB or AαC, respectively. For the frequency, f(A,α ,B)= 15
and f(A,α ,C) = 7. The input actionβ is disabled in the state with label C of (a). Then the tree willstay
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in node labeled by C when we meet the inputβ (which is drawn and linked by dash lines in Fig.1(b)).
Then for each node the incoming frequencies are not equivalent to the outgoing frequencies.

4.2 IOALERGIA

IOALERGIA algorithm, is an adapted version of the ALERGIA algorithm [5, 8]. As seen in Example 1,
the same state in generating LMDP could be reached by more than one sequences through running,
which will create more than one node in the IOFPTA. The basic idea of this learning algorithm is to
approximate the generating model by grouping together the nodes in IOFPTA which can be mapped
to the same state in the generating model. The partition which is introduced by grouping nodes will be
inferred by pairwise testing. Thecompatibilityof two nodes is tested by comparing distributions defined
by nondeterministic choices, and recursively testing on successor nodes. If two nodes in the tree pass the
compatibilitytest which means they can be mapped to the same state in the generating model, then they
will be merged, as well as their successor nodes.

Algorithm 1 IOALERGIA

Input: : A datasetSand a parameterε ∈ (0,1];
Output: : A DLMDP A;

1: T,A← IOFPTA(S);
2: RED← qA

s ;
3: BLUE←{q | q= qA

s ασ ,α ∈ ΣI ,σ ∈ ΣO,qA
s ασ ∈ prefix(S)}; /* immediate successor states */

4: while BLUE 6= /0 do
5: qb← lexicographically minimalq∈ BLUE;
6: merged← false;
7: for qr ∈ RED /* in lexicographic order */do
8: if Compatible(T,qr ,qb,ε) then
9: A←Merge(A,qr ,qb);

10: merged← true;
11: end if
12: end for
13: if !merged then
14: RED← RED∪{qb};
15: end if
16: BLUE← BLUE \{qb}∪{q= qrασ | α ∈ ΣI ,σ ∈ ΣO,q∈ prefix(S),qr ∈ RED,q /∈ RED} ;
17: end while
18: return makeDLMDP(A); /* normalize */

In the learning algorithm, firstly, two IOFPTAsT andA are constructed as the representation of
the datasetS (line 1 of the Algorithm 1). The IOFPTAT is kept as a data representation from which
relevant statistics are retrieved during the execution of the algorithm. The IOFPTAA is iteratively
transformed by merging nodes which have passed thecompatibility test. All compatibility is tested on
T, and the reason for this is that it has a clear interpretationas empirical probabilities defined by the
dataS. Following the terminology from [8], Algorithm 1 maintainstwo sets of states: RED states,
which have already been determined as representative states of partitions and will be included in the final
output DLMDP, and BLUE states which are going to be tested. Initially, RED contains only the initial
state while BLUE contains the immediate successor states ofthe initial state. During iterations, the
lexicographically minimal nodeqb in BLUE will be chosen. If there exists a stateqr in RED which is
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compatible withqb, thenqb and its successor nodes are going to be merged intoqr and its corresponding
successor states. Ifqb is not compatible with any state in RED, it will be included inRED. At the end
of each iteration, BLUE is going to be updated as the margin between RED and the remaining states,
in the other word, the set of states which are immediate successor states of RED but not included in it.
After merging all possible compatible nodes in the tree, thefrequencies inA are going to be normalized
by the Algorithm 1 (line 18). Then a DLMDP is constructed.

4.3 Compatibility Test

Algorithm 2 demonstrates thecompatibilitytest. It will return true if two nodes are compatible, i.e., the
distance of distributions for every action is within the Hoeffding bound [19], Algorithm 3, parameterized
by ε . Formally, two nodesqr andqb areε-compatible(1≥ ε > 0), if it holds that:

1. L(qr) = L(qb)

2. Hoeffding( f (qr ,α ,σ), f (qr ,α), f (qb,α ,σ), f (qb,α),ε) is TRUE, for allα ∈ ΣI andσ ∈ ΣO .

3. Nodesqrασ andqbασ areε-compatible, for all α ∈ ΣI , andσ ∈ ΣO

Condition 1) requires two nodes in the tree to have the same label. Condition 2) defines the compatibility
between each outgoing transition with the same input actionrespectively from stateqr andqb. The last
condition requires the compatibility to be recursively satisfied for every pair of successors ofqr and
qb. If two nodes in IOFPTA are compatible, then distributions for all input actions should pass the
compatibilitytest.

In the original ALERGIA algorithm, termination probabilities of two nodes are compared, while not in
Algorithm 2. The reason is that the termination probabilityis not included in the definition of DLMDP. In
Algorithm 3, the distance of two empirical probabilities are compared with theHoeffdingbound. If there
is few, even none, statistical evidence to support their difference, the distance is small. In particular, two
nodes are compatible, if there is no evidence against that. Theerr information is used to discriminate two
nodes which have different enabled actions. For example, there areq1 andq2, and input actionα is only
enabled onq1. Forq1, f (q1,α ,σ)> 0,σ 6= err and f (q1,α ,err) = 0, while f (q2,α) = f (q2,α ,err)> 0.
Comparing the empirical probability distribution overΣO includingerr, q1 andq2 can not be compatible.

4.4 Merge states

If two statesqr andqb arecompatible, qb will be merged toqr . The Mergeprocedure (line 9 of the
Algorithm 1) follows the same way as described in [8]: firstly, the (unique) transition leading toqb from
its predecessor nodeq′ ( f A(q′,α ,qb)> 0) is re-directed toqr by settingf A(q′,α ,qr )← f A(q′,α ,qb) and
f A(q′,α ,qb) = 0. Then, successor nodes ofqb will be recursively folded to the corresponding successor
nodes ofqr .

Example 2 Merge States
Fig. 2 shows the procedure that the node qb (shadowed) will be merge to the node qr (shadowed

double circle). In (a), the transition from the node q′ to qb firstly redirected to qr . In (b), transitions from
qb to three successor nodes labeled with A, B and C, will be folded into the corresponding successor
nodes of qr , respectively. (c) illustrates the result after merge.
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Algorithm 2 Compatible
Input: : IOFPTAT , nodesqr andqb, ε ∈ (0,1]
Output: : true if qr andqb are compatible

1: if L(qr) 6= L(qb) then
2: return false
3: end if
4: for α ∈ ΣI do
5: for σ ∈ ΣO do
6: if !Hoeffding( f T(qr ,α ,σ), f T(qr ,α) f T(qb,α ,σ), f T(qb,α),ε) then
7: return false
8: end if
9: if !Compatible(T,qrασ ,qbασ ,ε) then

10: return false
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: return true

Algorithm 3 Hoeffding
Input: : f1,n1, f2,n2,ε ∈ (0,1]
Output: : true if f1/n1 and f2/n2 are sufficiently close

1: if n1 == 0 orn2 == 0 then
2: return true
3: end if
4: return | f1

n1
− f2

n2
|< (

√

1
n1
+
√

1
n2
) ·
√

1
2 ln 2

ε

B C

A

A
C

C
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B C
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β:4

β:8
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β→err:4
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Figure 2: Merge statesqr andqb

4.5 Discussion

The algorithm takes a setSof sample sequences and a parameterε as inputs. Hereε is used to bound
the type-I error, which is the probability of wrongly rejecting a correct compatibility hypothesis. Smaller
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values ofε lead to loose Hoeffding bounds and making IOALERGIA output a smaller model. For any
particular finite sample size we try to tune the choice ofε so as to obtain the best approximation to the
real model. In order to do this we run IOALERGIA with different ε values, and evaluate the learned
model using theBayesian Information Criterion (BIC)score. This score combines the likelihood of a
model with a term penalizing model complexity. Concretely,the BIC score of a DLMDPA given dataS
is defined as

BIC(A | S) := log(PA(S))−1/2 |A| log(N)

where|A|=|Q| · |ΣI | · |ΣO | is the number of free parameters in the model.N is the number symbols
in the data. Using a golden section search [18, Section E.1.1] we systematically search for anε value
maximizing the BIC score of the learned model. Our algorithmis implemented in Matlab and is available
for download athttp://mi.cs.aau.dk/code/ioalergia.

A convergence analysis, similar to the analysis in [7, 13] for deterministic Markov chain models, can
be obtained for IOALERGIA: first, one can show that in the large sample limit, IOALERGIA will identify
up to bisimulation equivalence the structure of the true model from which the data was sampled; the
structure of a model refers to all of its components, except the probability values of transitions. Second,
the parameters in the learned model will converge to the corresponding parameter values in the true
model. As a slight refinement of Theorem 2 in [13], one then obtains that for any LTL formulaϕ :

P( lim
n→∞

Pmax
An (ϕ) = Pmax

M (ϕ)) = 1,and P( lim
n→∞

Pmin
An (ϕ) = Pmin

M (ϕ)) = 1;

whereAn is the DLMDP returned by IOALERGIA on dataS[n]. As also observed in [13], similar results
do not carry over to PCTL formulas.

5 Experiments

In this section, we are going to show the applicability of theIOALERGIA algorithm using a case study
based on the slot machine [9]. The slot machine we consideredhas 3 reels, named asreel-1, reel-2
andreel-3, and each reel contains 5 different symbols:lemon, grape, cherry, bar and,apple. The slot
machine will return a prize based on the combination of symbols on those 3 reels. The prizes for different
configurations are shown in Table 1(a). We extend the basic gambling machine as follows: at each round
the player can choose one of the reels to spin, and other reelswill be kept. The player starts with paying
1 coin for first 3 spins, and afterwards each extra spin costs 1additional coin. Each reel must be spun
at least once, and the player can quit the game only if all reels have been spun. The behavior of the
slot machine contains both probabilistic and nondeterministic aspects. Specifically, the symbol show for
each reel is probabilistic, but the choice of which reel to spin is nondeterministic.

In the following parts of this section, the algorithm will beapplied for learning deterministic and
nondeterministic models for different number of spins. A memoryless and random scheduler with
a uniform distribution over all input actions, that modeling the fair requirement, is used in the data
generation procedure. For experiment, we analyze the behavior of learned models by comparing them
with known generating models in terms of maximal and minimalprobabilities of winning a specific
reward as well as the maximal expected reward in general. These probabilities and rewards are all
computed by PRISM [10]. We will also analyze the accuracy that the optimal action in the learned
model given symbols on reels and number of times the reels have been spun.

http://mi.cs.aau.dk/code/ioalergia
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Table 1: Prize
reel-1 reel-2 reel-3 Prize
bar bar bar 10

cherry cherry cherry 10
grapes grapes grapes 10

? bar bar 5
cherry ? cherry 5
grapes grapes ? 5

? ? bar 2
? ? cherry 1

Table 2: Summery of slot machines

Deterministic

Slot Machine

Nondeterministic

Slot Machine

N |Q| |Tran| |Q| |Tran|

4 437 4021 510 4959

6 867 10721 1012 13291

8 1297 17421 1514 21623

10 1727 24121 2016 29955

5.1 Learning models from Deterministic systems

We implemented the slot machine in PRISM. The distribution for 3 reels showing different symbols
are(0.2,0.2,0.1,0.3,0.2), (0.2,0.1,0.3,0.2,0.2), and(0.2,0.3,0.2,0.1,0.2), respectively. In this model,
there are 4 actions: spinreel-1 (sp1), spin reel-2 (sp2), spin reel-3 (sp3), and get the prize(pay), thus
ΣI = {sp1,sp2,sp3, pay}. Every state is labeled by the combination of states on the 3 reels and the
number of times the reels have been spun. We also attached reward variables to the states which are
labeled byprize. Table 2 shows statistics for models with various number of spins. Here,N (N ≥ 3) is
the number of spins,|Q| is the number of states, and|Tran| is the number of transitions.

The generating model is a deterministic LMDP. The results ofapplying the learning algorithm for
different data sets are produced by the generating model aresummarized in Table 3:|S| is the number of
symbols in the dataset (×103), |Seq| is the number of sequences in the dataset;|IOFPTA| is the number
of nodes in the IOFPTA; Time is the learning time (in seconds), including the time for constructing
IOFPTA and the average time for each iteration performed by the golden section search (typically the
golden section search terminated after 14 to 19 iterations); ‘ε range’ is the interval (identified using the
golden section search) forε for which a BIC-optimal DLMDP is learned,|Q| is the number of states in
the learned model.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the maximal and minimal probabilitiesof eventually getting different prizes
using thePmax(♦L coins) andPmin(♦L coins), where L∈ {0,1,2,5,10} (on both generating model and
learned models, forN = 4,6,8,10). As the size of dataset increases, the learned models provide better
approximations of the maximal and minimal probabilities defined for the generating models. Using
PRISM, the maximal expected reward for one gamble (Rmax(♦ stop)) can be computed. In Fig. 3(c),
for various initially bought spin chances, the maximal expected rewards for the learned models (dashed
lines) are all approaching the ones for the generating models as the sizes of the datasets increase.

The optimal action which reel to spin next for a specific configuration of the reels, can also be
accurately preserved by learned models. For example, giventhat there are threeappleson reels and we
only have 1 spin left, the best choice is to spin the 3rd reel since taking any other action will not produce
a prize. We consider the 125 configurations where every reel has been spun once. Given a specific
configurationCi, the optimal action in the learned model and the generating model are denoted asActli
andActgi , respectively. We define a criterion which interpret the accuracy of optimal actions inferred by
the learned model against the generating model as follows:

Acc= ∑125
i=1 Pmax(Ci) ·

|Actli ∩Actgi |

|Actli |
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Table 3: Experimental results for the slot machine models.

|S|(×103) |Seq| |IOFPTA| Time ε range |Q|

N
=

4

160 5832 20915 9.8 [0.0020; 0.1552] 436

640 23246 48373 29.9 [0.0020; 0.1552] 437

1280 46374 64064 50.2 [0.0020; 0.1250] 437
N
=

6
160 5779 33829 16.0 [0.0020; 0.1553] 866

640 23154 122458 46.9 [0.0020; 0.1553] 867

1280 46273 231029 84.9 [0.0010; 0.0776] 867

N
=

8

640 23054 148225 66.1 [0.0020; 0.1553] 1297

1280 46242 283749 116.6 [0.0010; 0.0776] 1297

2000 72284 429555 153.0 [0.0010; 0.0776] 1297

N
=

10

1280 46241 317794 142.5 [0.0005; 0.0388] 1725

2000 72250 482943 184.0 [0.0005; 0.0313] 1727

5000 180755 1135055 454.4 [0.00006; 0.0040] 1727

Where,Pmax(Ci) is the maximal probability of reaching configurationCi. As shown in Fig. 3 (d), by
increasing the size of dataset, the learned models have almost the same optimal actions as the generating
models. Even with very limited data amount, accuracies for optimal actions in learned models are always
greater than 25%, which is the probability of randomly choosing an optimal action.

5.2 Learning models from Nondeterministic systems

In order to make the slot machine more interesting, we increase the prize for threebars but reduce the
probability of getting that. This is done by adding anotherbar on reel-2, twobars, denoted asb1 andb2,
that are indistinguishable, but have different mechanicalcharacteristics. The probability for these two
bars depend on the symbols on other two reels.

The distributions for all reels are shown in Table 4(a) and Table 4(b). Since reels are no longer
independent, we name refer to machine ashooked slot machine. In this machine, the probability of
getting 3bars is decreased, but the reward for getting 3 bars is 20 coins. Every other configuration has the
same prize as the previous game. After this modification, thegenerating model becomes nondeterministic,
and its statistics listed in Table 2.

Table 4: Probability distributions for 3 reels
(a) Probability distributions for the 1st and the 3rd reel

lemon grape cherry bar apple

re
e
l1

r2 = b1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
r2 = b2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.35
other 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.3

re
e
l3

r2 = b1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.05 0.25
r2 = b2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1
other 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.15 0.15

(b) Probability distributions for 2nd reel

r1 = b r3 = b r1, r3 = b other
lemon 0.2 0.2 0.26 0.2
grape 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
cherry 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
bar 1 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.1
bar 2 0.02 0.18 0.02 0.1
apple 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2

In this experiment, we apply IOALERGIA for learning DLMDPs from data generated by the nondeterministic
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Figure 3: Evaluation results for learning deterministic models. Fig (a) and (b): The maximal and
minimal probabilities of eventually being awarded L coins given 4, 6, 8, and 10 initial spins, here
L∈ {0,1,2,5,10}. As shown, the model forN = 4 is learned from 1280×103 symbols, and models for
N = 6,8,10 are all learned from 5000×103 symbols. Fig (c), shows maximal rewards (Rmax(♦ stop))
in learned models and the generating model. In Fig (d), the accuracy of the optimal action the learned
models is shown.

models. The learning results are summarized in Table 5, where each column has the same meaning as
in Table 3. Given sufficient dtat, we observed that learned models have the same number of states as
the deterministic models of the previous slot machine, thusthe states introduced by the extra symbol on
reel-2 was not get identified. The reason is that states labeled byb1 on reel-2andb2 on reel-2are mixed
and generally observed asbar on reel-2.

Fig. 4 shows maximal and minimal probabilities for getting different prizes, maximal rewards from
the initial state and the accuracy of the optimal action. Given adequate data, learned deterministic models
provide good approximations for nondeterministic generating models in terms of maximal probability,
minimal probability and the maximal expected reward. On theother hand, the accuracy of choosing
optimal action in next step is no longer as good as before. Nevertheless, the suggestion given by learned
model is still better than random choice (which has 25% accuracy) in most cases.

The generating model is a nondeterministic LMDP, so there isno guarantee that the learned model
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Table 5: Experimental results for hooked slot machines.

|S|(×103) |Seq| |Tree| time ε range |Q|

N
=

4

160 5794 20768 9.7 [0.0020; 0.1552] 437

640 23185 48530 29.8 [0.0020; 0.1250] 437

1280 46308 64354 51.5 [0.0010; 0.0776] 437

N
=

6
160 5737 33755 15.7 [0.0039; 0.2500] 867

640 23174 122575 46.6 [0.0020; 0.1552] 867

1280 46380 231260 84.0 [0.0005; 0.0388] 867

N
=

8

640 23143 148730 63.7 [0.0020; 0.1552] 1297

1280 46260 284310 112.7 [0.0010; 0.0776] 1297

2000 72212 430102 166.1 [0.0005; 0.0313] 1297

N
=

10

1280 46371 318423 138.6 [0.0010; 0.0776] 1723

2000 72360 483696 202.5 [0.0005; 0.0313] 1724

5000 180781 1135149 460.3 [0.0010; 0.0625] 1725

preserves all PLTL properties . For example, suppose there are twobars after two spins, and corresponding
to the configurations ‘bar, bar, not-spun’ (C1), ‘bar, not-spun, bar’ (C2), and ‘not-spun, bar, bar’ (C3).
From these configurations, we can calculate the maximal probability of getting 3bars after next spin
(see Table 6). The maximal probability in the generating model for differentN are the same since there
is still one reel is that has not been spun. We can observe thatconditional probabilities in learned models
are quite different from the ones in generating models.

Table 6: conditional probability
real N=4 N=6 N=8 N=10

P(3×bars |C1) 0.30 0.0714 0.0356 0.0327 0.0450
P(3×bars |C2) 0.04 0.0551 0.0659 0.0934 0.0701
P(3×bars |C3) 0.30 0.0940 0.0835 0.0874 0.0885

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the IOALERGIA algorithm for learning deterministic labeled Markov
processes (DLMDPs). Given sequences of alternating input and output symbols, the algorithm can
automatically construct a model, for the reactive system under observation, and we have similar convergence
result of the IOALERGIA algorithm as given in [13] for deterministic Markov chain models. The
algorithm is empirically analyzed using a case study based on slot machines. The learning results are
evaluated by comparing in terms of PLTL properties and maximal expected rewards of both the learned
model with the known generating models as well as the accuracy of optimal actions derived from the
learned models.

Compared to the learning algorithm for deterministic automata [14], further research is required
to make the learning algorithm that suitable for routine use. In addition to empirically demonstrating
the learned model is a good approximation, measuring the distance between the learned model and the
generating model will be part of our future work. For compositional systems, this learning approach
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Figure 4: Evaluation results for learning nondeterministic models. (a) and (b) are the maximal and
minimal probability of eventually being awardedL coinsL ∈ {0,1,2,5,10}. The size of each dataset is
the same as Fig. 3. (c): maximal rewards computed byRmax(♦ stop) in learned models and generating
models. (d): the accuracy of optimal actions suggested by learned models.

could be extended to learn models for each individual component from the observed interaction among
components. Moreover, the approach for learning DLMDP could be refined byactive learningtechniques
that take advantage of interactive data acquisition.
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